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DUP001 FTL This record is a duplicate of another record. Please supply only one unique service event record.

PAT001 FTL The facility identifier for this patient's service event is missing or invalid. Please amend.

PAT002 FTL The patient identifier is missing or invalid. Service event date is |, local clinic is |, date of birth is |, sex is |. Please amend.

PAT004 FTL The patient's family name is missing. Please provide the patient's full name.

PAT005 FTL The code for the sex of the patient is unknown, missing or invalid.  Please provide sex of the patient.

PAT006 FTL The Indeterminate sex code is only valid for neonates born without a single gender. Please check sex of patient and date of 

birth.

PAT007 FTL The patient's date of birth has been inadequately described or is blank. Please provide a valid date of birth.

PAT008 FTL The patient's age has been reported as more than 120 years. Please check the date of birth.

PAT009 WRN The estimated date of birth indicator is invalid.  Please amend.

PAT010 FTL The patient's country of birth is invalid or blank. Please amend.

PAT011 FTL The patient's Indigenous status is missing or invalid. Please provide a valid Indigenous status.

PAT012 FTL The patient's address is blank or contains GPO, GPO Box, PO, PO Box, Box or Via. Please provide the patient's HOME 

(Permanent) address for this episode; including suburb, postcode and state.

PAT013 FTL The patient's suburb is blank or unknown. Please provide valid suburb.

PAT014 FTL The patient's postcode is blank or unknown. Please provide valid postcode.

PAT015 FTL The locality/postcode/state combination is not valid. Please check address and provide valid details.

PAT016 FTL The Source Application reported for the patient's service event is missing or invalid. Please amend.

PAT017 WRN The locality/postcode/ combination is not able to derive a statistical area (SA2) code. Please check address and provide 

valid details.

PAT018 WRN Patient is Indigenous but Country of Birth is not Australia. Please check the Indigenous Status and Country of Birth.

PAT019 WRN The code for the sex of the patient is unknown.  Please confirm.

SVE001 FTL The CCC is invalid or missing. Please provide valid CCC.

SVE002 WRN The Tier 2 clinic class code is invalid. Please provide valid Tier 2 code.

SVE003 FTL The provider type of the service event is missing or invalid. Please provide valid provider type.

SVE004 FTL The care type of the service event is missing or is invalid. Please provide valid care type.

SVE005 FTL The service delivery setting of the service event is missing or invalid. Please provide valid service delivery setting.

SVE006 FTL The service delivery mode of the service event  is missing or invalid.  Please provide a valid service delivery mode.

SVE007 WRN The Tier 2 clinic class code provided does not match the code derived by the Statistical Services Branch. Please check the 

Tier 2 code reported.

SVE008 FTL The session type for the service event is missing or invalid. Please provide valid session type.

SVE009 FTL The date of the service event is missing or is not a valid date. Please provide valid date.

SVE010 FTL The multiple health care provider identifier for this service event is missing or invalid. Please provide a valid multiple health 

care provider identifier.

SVE011 FTL The local clinic code for this service event is missing. Please provide a  local clinic code.

SVE012 FTL More than one record has been provided for the reference period for the same home delivered procedure CCC. Please 

check the other home delivered records provided and only provide a single record.

SVE013 FTL New or Repeat status of the service event is missing or has an invalid code.  Please provide valid status.

SVE014 FTL The Provider Identifier is invalid or missing. Please provide valid Provider Identifier.

SVE015 WRN A patient with the sex of 'male' has been reported as attending a clinic with a Corporate Clinic Code of a gynaecological 

clinic type. Please check sex of patient and CCC.

REQ001 FTL The date on which the service request (referral) was received is invalid. Please provide valid date.

REQ002 WRN The date on which the service request (referral) was received is after the date of the service event. Please check dates.

REQ003 FTL The source of the service request (referral) is missing or invalid. Please supply valid service request source.

REQ005 FTL The date on which the service request (referral) was received is more than 10 years before the date of the service event. 

Please check dates.

FND001 FTL The code for the identifier of the purchaser of hospital care is invalid. Please provide a valid purchaser identifier.

FND002 FTL The principal funding source for the service event is missing or has an invalid code. Please provide a valid funding source for 

the service event.

FND003 FTL The chargeable status for this patient's service event is missing or has an invalid code. Please provide valid chargeable 

status.

FND004 FTL Payment class code of the service event is invalid. Please provide valid payment class.

FND005 FTL The Department of Veterans' Affairs file number for this patient is invalid. Please provide valid number.

FND006 FTL The Department of Veterans' Affairs card type code for this patient is invalid. Please provide valid card type.

FND007 FTL Medicare number is invalid.
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FND008 WRN The Other Commonwealth program status code reported is invalid. Please provide a valid Commonwealth program status.

FND009 WRN Commonwealth program or exemption type code reported is invalid.  Please provide valid code.

FND010 FTL Medicare Eligibility code is missing or invalid. Please provide a valid Medicare Eligibility code.

FND013 WRN This service event has a funding source of Worker's Compensation however, the patient is not between 15 and 70 years old. 

Please check age of patient and the funding source of the service event.

FND014 FTL The funding source for this patient's service event is | however the payment class is | or blank.  Please check funding source 

and payment class.

FND015 FTL The chargeable status for this patient's service event is 'Private-bulk billed' but the funding source of the service event is not 

'Medicare Benefits Scheme'.

FND016 FTL The chargeable status for this patient's service event is 'Private - other' but the funding source is one of the 'Health service 

budget' funding sources or 'Medicare Benefits Scheme'.

FND017 FTL The chargeable status for this patient's service event is 'Public' but the funding source selected for this service is in conflict.  

Please check chargeable status and funding source.

FND018 FTL Department of Veterans’ Affairs details have been received for this patient, however the Funding Source is not 07 

(Department of Veterans’ Affairs). Please check.

FND019 FTL The payment class for this service event is 'Not eligible' however Medicare details have been received.

FND020 WRN Other Commonwealth program status' is reported for this service event, however there is no 'Commonwealth program or 

exemption type code'  reported.  Please check.

FND021 WRN 'Commonwealth program or exemption type code' is reported for this service event, however there is no 'Other 

Commonwealth program status' reported.  Please check.

FND022 WRN The patient's Medicare eligibility and country of birth could be in conflict.  Please check.
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